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In the recent obituary of Fenner A. Chace, Jr. (Lemaitre, 2005), I summarized
the events leading to the discovery of Neoglyphea inopinata Forest & de Saint
Laurent, 1975 on pages 623 and 624. For this I relied on my own memory of
informal conversations over the years, and correspondence with various colleagues
contemporaneous with Fenner. Regrettably, I discovered after the obituary was
published that the story I put together from all these sources was in part erroneous,
and I wish now to rectify this important piece of carcinological history to set the
record straight. During the preparation of the obituary, I was unable to contact one
of the primary players, Jacques Forest, who in a letter to me after the obituary
appeared, corrected the unintended inaccuracies of my story. Using J. Forest's own
words, the discovery of that remarkable species can now be reported truthfully,
as it happened back in 1975. The following is his French text (extracted from his
letter to me of November 17, 2005), followed by my English translation.
"En mars 1975, Fenner soumettait a Michele [de Saint Laurent], qui sejournait a
Washington [D.C] depuis la fin de l'annee precedente pour etudier la collection de
Thalassinides, ce crustace recueilli par 1" Albatross" en 1908 et reste non identifie.
Intriguee par ce specimen, elle m'envoyait une serie de dessins qui me laisserent
egalement perplexe. Un peu plus tard, j'avais 1'occasion d'aller a New York, puis
a Washington, et la, d'examiner avec Michele le crustace en question. C'est alors
que je me rappelais des dessins de Glypheides publies en 1969 par Glaessner dans
le "Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology". Ce souvenir a ete le point de depart de
1'identification du specimen, confirmee par les recherches que nous avons menees
a la Smithsonian, nous referant a des travaux de paleontologie et a du materiel
fossile. C'est alors que nous avons soumis nos conclusions a Fenner, en presence
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me semble-t-il de Ray Manning. lis ont approuve notre identification. Fenner nous
a confie 1'etude de ce crustace. Nous lui avons propose de decrire avec nous le
nouveau genre, nouvelle espece, mais il a refuse, considerant que la decouverte
ne revenait qu'a Michele et a moi et que, comme vous le relatez, deux auteurs
suffisaient pour des taxa aussi important. II acceptait neanmoins de signer, apres la
parution de la description, un article signalant la decouverte (dans Science)."
"In March of 1975, Fenner showed Michele [de Saint Laurent], who was in
Washington [D.C.] since the end of the previous year studying the collection of
thalassinids, this still unidentified crustacean collected on the "Albatross" in 1908.
Intrigued by this specimen, she sent to me a series of illustrations that left me
equally perplexed. Some time later, I had the occasion to go to New York, then
to Washington, and examine there with Michele this crustacean. It was then that I
recalled some glypheid figures published in 1969 by Glaessner in the "Treatise of
Invertebrate Paleontology". That recall was the starting point for the identification
of the specimen, confirmed by studies conducted at the Smithsonian, referring
to paleontological works and fossil materials. It was then that we submitted our
conclusions to Fenner, as I recall in the presence of Ray Manning. They agreed
with our identification. Fenner trusted us with the study of this crustacean. We
proposed to him to describe with us this new genus, new species, but he refused,
considering that the discovery should be attributed to Michele and me, and that, as
you mentioned, two authors were enough for such an important taxon. However,
he did accept co-authorship with us, after the description appeared, of an article (in
Science) announcing the discovery."
We trust with this account the correct sequence of events has been rendered
properly.
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